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Abstract
This article examines the meaning of Western music performances in interwar Shanghai through the
theoretical framework of performativity that originated in John Austin’s speech act and Judith
Butler’s notion of identity as performed. The early concerts of the Shanghai Municipal Orchestra
(SMO), I suggest, were an assertion of settler sovereignty in a treaty port such as Shanghai.
Therefore, Chinese musicians performing Western music – propagated through the establishment
of the National Conservatory of Music by Chinese elites in Shanghai’s French Settlement in 1927 –
was the embodiment of three contradictory ideals: colonialism, nationalism, and cosmopolitanism.
Zooming in on four SMO concerts that featured Chinese musicians in 1929, I argue that they were
sites of identity and power negotiation, the SMO and the Chinese musicians asserting quite distinct
performative utterances. On the one hand, the performing Chinese body enacted the cosmopolitan out-
look that the Municipal Council was eager to project, not only for the sake of ideology but also to
increase SMO’s concert revenue by appealing to the increasing number of Chinese concert attendees.
On the other hand, it meant national glory to Chinese residents in Shanghai, marking Chinese
musicians participating in a global musical network. Lastly, this study draws attention to the diverse
geographies of Western music in the twentieth century and its coeval development beyond the West,
testifying to the timely need for a global music history in which the musicking of Western music in so
many Asian cities should be interwoven into its narrative.

On 6 December 1937, Shanghai’s newspaper the Chinese Press reported that a Red Cross
Drive concert to be held two days later was going to be ‘the best extravagant treat planned
for the music lovers of the city’s cosmopolitan community’ and that ‘the benefit performance
will bring together several of Shanghai’s famed artists’.1 According to this article, the concert
would start with the city’s Municipal Orchestra playing Avshalomov’s ballet The Soul of the
Chin, followed by two Chinese pieces, the pipa solo Downfall of Chu and the ensemble piece
Moonlight of Chingyang by members of the Shao-Chao Institute. The second half would start
with the Municipal Orchestra playing Schubert’s Marche Militaire, followed by Lois Woo’s
performance of the first movement of Edward Grieg’s Piano Concerto and two vocal numbers
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by the famed soprano Mary Waung. The concert would conclude with Brahms’s Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 1 by the Municipal Orchestra.2

I draw attention to this ‘Red Cross Drive’ concert as an example of the intersection of colo-
nialism, cosmopolitanism, nationalism, and musical life in interwar Shanghai. Concerts like
this, I argue, were performative utterances of not only colonialism but also cosmopolitanism:
they brought together Western and Chinese music and musicians of different origins even
though relationships between people and music were mediated by colonial hierarchy. They
also laid the foundation for the trajectory of Western music in China at a time when aspects
ofWestern culture were considered vehicles for nation building. These concerts were the orig-
inary site of Western art music in contemporary China, a scene which is so vibrant today that
it is thought to be holding the key to the future of Western music.3 The case of Western music
in interwar Shanghai allows us to ponder questions such as the following: what roles did
music play in an inter-racial society such as interwar Shanghai? What was responsible for
the transculturation of China’s musical soundscape and who were the actors in the transcul-
turation process?
This article stems from a prior project4 that tracked the concert programmes of the

Municipal Orchestra in Shanghai (SMO). An icon of colonial power, the SMO was the
first professional orchestra in China once hailed ‘Far East No. 1’.5 Within these programmes,
most of them written in English, I noticed an emerging trend of Chinese musicians’ partic-
ipation after 1929.6 Further research into these musicians’ backgrounds revealed their partic-
ular connection to the National Conservatory of Music founded in Shanghai in 1927.7 Placing
the SMO’s programming trend in the historical context of socio-political changes in interwar
Shanghai and triangulating the identified concerts and musicians with archival sources,

2 ‘Red Cross Drive Will Feature Big Music Gala’, 1.

3 Andrew Mellor, ‘China and Classical Music: An Extraordinary Story of Growth’, Gramophone: The World’s Best

Classical Music Reviews, www.gramophone.co.uk/other/article/china-and-classical-music-an-extraordinary-story-

of-growth).

4 My prior project pertains to Russian musicians and their musical activities in Shanghai funded by Hong Kong’s

Research Grant Council. For the project, a dataset of the concert programmes of the SMO was compiled to provide

a clearer understanding of the SMO’s Russian repertoire and Russian soloists in the programme. The project resulted

in the following monograph: Hon-Lun Yang, Simo Mikkonen, and John Winzenburg, Networking the Russian

Diaspora: Russian Musicians and Musical Activities in Interwar Shanghai (Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 2020).

5 The claim was made by the Japanese musicologist Hisao Tanabe in his memoir, which was quoted in ENOMOTO

Yashiko’s Yueren zhi du – Shanghai: Xiyang yinyue zai jindai Zhongguo de fachu (A Musician’s Capital: Shanghai:

The Origins of Western Music in Modern China) (Shanghai: Shanghai yinyue chubanshe, 2003), 102–3.

6 The language use of the programmes was a display of sovereignty.When Shanghai and the orchestra were taken over by

the Japanese in 1942, the programmes were first written in Japanese, and then later in Japanese, Chinese, and English.

After China defeated Japan in 1945 and took over Shanghai as well as the orchestra, the programmes were written in

Chinese and English, and then later only in Chinese.

7 The National Conservatory of Music was predecessor of the Shanghai Conservatory of Music and experienced a series

of renames. For details, see DING Shande, ed., Shanghai Yinyuexueyuan jianshi (A Brief History of the Shanghai

Conservatory of Music) (Shanghai: Shanghai Music Publishing, 1987); LUO Qin and QIAN Renping, eds., Guoli

yinyue xueyuan / guoli yinyue zhuanke xuexiao tujian (National Conservatory of Music / National Institute of

Music in pictures: 1927–1941) (Shanghai: Shanghai yinyue xueyuan chubanshe, 2013).
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programme notes, newspaper clippings, concert reviews, and musicians’ memoirs, I attempt
to unravel the meanings ofWestern music concerts in Shanghai. In this endeavour I also draw
on the notion of ‘performative’, a concept borrowed from performance studies.
In music scholarship, despite the rising interests in music performance, music’s perform-

ativity as a concept is, however, not adequately examined. Or, to put it differently, it has been
approached independent of its original meaning.8 The term ‘performative’ came from the
phrase ‘performative utterance’, which was first used by the philosopher John Langshaw
Austin to refer to words, expressions, and statements that could be ‘operative’ and ‘doing
something’ so as to ‘bring a state of affairs into existence by being uttered’.9 Judith Butler
then used the term to explain gender identity.10 Seeing our daily acts as performed, she
defined gender as ‘a stylized repetition of acts’ and ‘a constructed identity, a performative
accomplishment which the mundane social audience, including the actors themselves,
come to believe and to perform in the mode of belief’.11 In other words, many of the things
we do in conjunction with our identity, such as what we wear and how we behave, let others
knowwhowe are just as certain verbal utterances do. Music is a form of identity utterance too,
which has been examined in an array of studies.12 Music performance, due to its visuality,
adds credulity to the utterance. It is thus seen to play a role in identification as it gives com-
munity members an opportunity to see themselves in action while at the same time imagine
others sharing the same style of music.13 The affective process of music performance also
encourages its participants (both performers and spectators) to refigure who they are, rede-
fining the self and its relationship to the community that he/she belongs to. Performance,
according to William Beeman, is a purposeful enactment or displayed behaviour carried
out in front of an audience that takes place within culturally defined cognitive frames with
identifiable boundaries that can also serve as a safe and protected frame for the participants
to practise their emotions. Though what Beeman observed may not be the objective of all

8 For instance, Nicholas Cook’s seminal work Beyond the Scores (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013) uses the

term to highlight the idea of music as performance in musicological pursuit. Rebecca Carmi’s doctoral thesis on

Jewish music and identity, an auto-ethnographic study on her own recordings, draws on Lynn Fels’s definition of per-

formative inquiry as ‘a research methodology that uses the arts as a process or medium of research’ (‘Jewish Music and

Its Implications for Strengthening Identity, Imparting Wisdom, and Facilitating Historical Healing: An

Autoethnographic and Performative Inquiry into a Life Dedicated to Jewish Music’ (DEd diss., Fielding Graduate

University, 2008)). Jeffrey Swinkin’s Performative Analysis: Reimagining Music Theory for Performance (New York:

University of Rochester Press, 2016), too, largely focuses on how Schenkerian analysis and music theories can be

adapted to the study of performance.

9 John Langshaw Austin, How to Do Things with Words (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962).

10 Judith Butler, ‘Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist Theory’,

Theatre Journal 40/4 (1988).

11 Butler, ‘Performative Acts and Gender Constitution’, 519, 520.

12 See Timothy Rice, ‘Reflections on Music and Identity in Ethnomusicology’, Muzikologija (Musicology) (Belgrade) 7

(2007), 18–19. He points out in the article that music and identity have become a major theme in the field of ethno-

musicology in the past few decades.

13 Rice, ‘Reflections on Music and Identity in Ethnomusicology’, 35.
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performances that are iterative, ongoing, and ultimately unpredictable by nature, a perfor-
mance generally aims towards changing the cognitive state of its participants.14

The performance of Western music, I suggest, is a performative utterance that enacts a
range of intentions and motivations, implicit or explicit, which do have impact on its partic-
ipants. Building on the usage of the performative as an act to project meanings and also to
trigger actions and changes, I explore howWesternmusic concerts in Shanghai were deployed
by different communities as a form of identity negotiation beyond its default association with
Westerners. This move allows me to extend the understanding and application of the ‘perfor-
mative’ concept beyond current music scholarship’s use of the term to refer to music perfor-
mance only and to articulate Western music performance in Shanghai as the performative of
three outwardly contradictory ideologies – colonialism, cosmopolitanism, and nationalism –

that were intersected and intertwined.
In this article, I will first analyse the performative aspects of Western music in colonial

Shanghai by discussing the various activities of the Municipal Orchestra, an iconic institution
of this rapidly changing city. Second, I will examine another important institution in
Shanghai’s Western music scene, the National Conservatory founded in Shanghai in 1927.
This section provides a glimpse into a Chinese institution that aspired to train Chinese musi-
cians in Western music. The following section documents the emerging collaboration
between the Municipal Orchestra and the National Conservatory and shows how the collab-
orative concerts became a site in which different groups in Shanghai could project and nego-
tiate colonial, cosmopolitan, and national ideals. Last, I will unravel the performative
complexities of concert life in 1930s Shanghai through a detailed analysis of the ‘Red
Cross’ concert mentioned at the beginning of this study.

Western Music and Shanghai
Western music in the early twentieth century and interwar Shanghai was first and foremost a
performative utterance of colonialism and settler colonial identity, a phenomenon also found
in other colonial cities and settler communities such as Tianjin in China, Hanoi in Vietnam,
and Manila in the Philippines. Shanghai, which literally means ‘upon the sea’, was one of the
five Chinese treaty ports opened to foreign trade and settlement following the 1842 Treaty of
Nanjing, signed in thewake of Qing China’s defeat by the United Kingdom in the First Opium
War. Interwar Shanghai was a multi-racial society ruled by three jurisdictions: International
Settlement and the French Settlement, where foreign subjects enjoyed extraterritorial rights,
and the Chinese Settlement. Western music in the settlements displayed Western lifestyle,
cultural identity, and most of all, sovereign power that explicitly distinguished Western set-
tlers from Chinese residents. The founding of the Public Band, predecessor of the SMO in
1879, is a case in point (Figure 1).15 The band supporters’ middle-class aspiration and

14 William Beeman, ‘The Performance Hypothesis: Practicing Emotions in Protected Frames’, in The Emotions, ed.

Helena Wulff (London: Berg Publishers, 2007).

15 When the Public Band was established, it was expected to be supported by subscriptions from music lovers as evident

in a newspaper report from 1879. North China Daily News, 8 September 1879, 239. For further information about the
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reverence for European culture – their ‘home’ culture – was best illustrated in the Municipal
Council members’ argument for the band to be converted to an orchestra in 1906.16 It was
thought that since high arts such as theatre, opera, and museums were not available in
Shanghai, they should at least have good music by revamping the existing public band into
a full orchestra.17 Motivated by such a colonial and middlebrow desire, the municipal band
was turned into an orchestra in 1907, although its name change to the Municipal
Orchestra and Band took place only in 1922.18

Figure 1 The Municipal Band, c. 1906.

SMO, see various studies listed in the bibliography: Robert Bickers, ‘“The Greatest Cultural Asset East of Suez”: The

History and Politics of the Shanghai Municipal Orchestra and Public Band, 1881–1946’, in Ershi shiji de Zhongguo yu

shijie lunwenji 二十世纪的中国与世界论文集 (Twentieth-century China and the World Proceedings), Vol. 2, ed.

Chang Chi-hsiung (Taipei: Institute of History, Academia Sinica, 2001); Enomoto, Yueren zhi du – Shanghai;

Yashiko Enomoto, Xifang yinyuejia de Shanghai meng – Gongbuju yuedui chuanji (Western Musicians’ Shanghai

Dream: The Legend of the Municipal Orchestra) (Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 2009); HAN Guo-huang,

‘Shanghai gongbuju yuedui yanjiu’ (‘A Preliminary Study of Shanghai Municipal Orchestra’), Yishuxue (Study of

the Arts) 14 (1995); Pui Ling Pang, ‘Reflecting Musically: The Shanghai Municipal Orchestra as a Semi-colonial

Construct’ (PhD diss., University of Hong Kong, 2015); TANG Yading, Diguo feisan bianzouqu: Shanghai gongbuqu

yuedui shi (1879–1949) (Variations of Imperial Diasporas: A History of Shanghai Municipal Orchestra: 1879–1949)

(Shanghai: Shanghai yinyuexueyuan chubanshe, 2014); WANG Yanli, Shanghai gongbuju yuedui yanjiu (A Study

on the Shanghai Municipal Orchestra) (Shanghai yinyue chubanshe, 2015); Hon-Lun Yang, ‘Diaspora, Music, and

Politics: Russian Musical Life in Shanghai during the Inter-War Period’, in Music and Politics, ed. Pauline

Fairclough (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013); Hon-Lun Yang, ‘Music, China, and the West: A Musical-theoretical

Introduction’, in China and the West, Music, Representation, and Reception, ed. Hon-Lun Yang and Michael Saffle

(Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2017); Hon-Lun Yang et al., Networking the Russian Diaspora.

16 Shanghai Municipal Archive, The Shanghai Municipal Council: Municipal Gazette 1906, 199–205.

17 Ibid.

18 As evident in SMO’s concert programmes.
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The SMO’s summer concerts at the public parks’ bandstands were iconic of the city’s colo-
nial context. These public concerts displayed Western sovereignty and racial divide, in addi-
tion to providing entertainment to settlers. Before 1928, Chinese residents in the settlements,
aside from amahs who accompanied their employer’s Western children, were not allowed to
enter the parks. In fact, the Municipal Council’s construction of public parks in the early
twentieth century was motivated by complex agendas, as pointed out by the historian
Dorothée Rihal. Some of the public parks bore bigger political agendas than merely providing
leisure space for the European settlers in Shanghai. For instance, both the Hongkew Park
(1909) and Jessfield Park (1914) were built on purchased lands in the Chinese territory as
a part of the settlement’s expansion plan to further assert its power, influence, and presence.
Evidently, the park concerts carried multiple meanings: they performed British sovereignty
and empire, showcased settlement lifestyle, provided relaxation and entertainment, and
upheld the settler community’s value of ‘good music’ (Figure 2).19

Western settlers in Shanghai were vocal about their city’s musical institution and had high
expectations for the outdoor concerts. For example, a reviewer from 1920 complained that the
concert programme was not classical enough and that the Public Garden, the oldest park in
the settlement, was surrounded by noise.20 Even though the two long-reigning directors of the
SMO – Rudolf Buck from Germany (1907–17) and Mario Paci from Italy (1919–42) – were
first reluctant to conduct such outdoor concerts, Paci succeeded in transforming them into
the city’s prestigious events. For example, by a number of accounts, the first open-air concert
at Hongkew Park in summer 1922 was a great success that showcased the Peer Gynt Suite,
extracts from Madam Butterfly, and Schubert’s ‘Unfinished’ Symphony. The audience was
able to hear the music even from a distance as the concert used amplification. A concert
reviewer even suggested that the success in attendance ‘was a direct contradiction to the fre-
quent assertion that the Shanghai public is not a music loving one’.21

As mentioned in the Municipal Council Report, the 1922 summer season of the SMO was
extremely successful. The first concert attracted 1,800 people, and by the fourth concert there
were approximately 3,500 people in the audience.22 The same format thus continued in the
following year and after. The Municipal Council even installed a new bandstand with a shell-
shaped sounding board at the Jessfield Park. The first concert at this park in June 1923 was
reported to have attracted a large audience, and because of the new device, ‘there was no dif-
ficulty in hearing anywhere, although the seats stretched back for a long distance from the
stand’.23

But let us not forget that in 1923, the preceding concerts had no Chinese attendees due to
the discriminatory practice of the Municipal Council. As Chinese were not allowed to be

19 Dorothée Rihal, ‘Foreign-administered Parks in Shanghai: Visual and Spatial Representations of New Form of Public

Open Spaces’, Virtual Shanghai, www.virtualshanghai.net/Texts/Articles?ID=59.

20 ‘Onlooker: Open Air Concerts’, North-China Herald and Supreme Court & Consular Gazette, 26 June 1920, 802.

21 ‘From Day to Day’, North China Daily News, 17 July 1922, 22.

22 Shanghai Municipal Archive, Shanghai Municipal Council Report, 1922.

23 ‘From Day to Day’, North China Daily News, 25 June 1923, 22.
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inside the city’s Town Hall before 1925 or the public parks before 1928,24 they were barred
from all the SMO concerts. These concerts therefore reiterated colonial policies responsible
for the racial divide and hierarchy. Nonetheless, Shanghai’s Western music scene changed
considerably after the mid-1920s due to the Chinese public’s changed attitude towards
Western influences after the New Culture Movement (1919) as well as the changes in the
Settlements’ policies mentioned previously. Western music was no longer the exclusive cul-
tural domain of settlers from the West. Chinese musicians were able to take part in musical
activities not only in their own community but also the Western community, which will be
discussed in a later part of this study.

A National Conservatory of Western Music
It was in the colonial context discussed previously that the Guoli Yinyue Xueyuan (the
National Conservatory of Music), the first music conservatory in China, was founded in
Shanghai in 1927. The founding of such an institution performed three intertwined ideals:
colonialism, nationalism, and cosmopolitanism. It is not surprising that a conservatory nego-
tiated ideals that appear to be contradictory at first glance. After all, a conservatory is not
merely a place where Western music teaching and learning take place; it is viewed as a met-
aphor of the larger society,25 an icon of national cultural identity, and even a site of political
and ideological struggle. For instance, the founding of the French Conservatory of the Far East

Figure 2 (Colour online) Bandstand in the public garden.

24 See Rihal, ‘Foreign-administered Parks in Shanghai’.

25 See, for instance, discussion in Henry Kingsbury, Music, Talent, and Performance: Conservatory Cultural System

(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988).
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(Conservatoire Français d’Extrême-Orient) in Hanoi in 1927 was a colonial project intended
by the French government to control the indigenous.26 The case of the National Conservatory
in Shanghai was, however, more complicated. It was founded by Chinese elites, and its name
performed the founders’ nationalistic intent. However, its location in the French Concession
betrayed its colonial undertone. Its underlying call, I argue, was cosmopolitanism, in the sense
that its founders aspired to cosmopolitanism as a way to attain a ‘unity’ of Chinese and
Western music.
CAI Yuanpei (Tsai Yuan-pei) (1868–1942) and XIAO Youmei (Hsiao You-mei) (1884–

1940), the founders of the National Conservatory in Shanghai, believed that music played
an important role in moving China towards what they conceived as a modern society.27 As
evident in the conservatory’s recruitment advertisement, the founders, who were taking
other countries’ practices as a model, hoped that the conservatory would unify and synthesize
Chinese and Western music. They took the latter as music of the world and maintained that
music’s ultimate goal was to nourish people’s sense of beauty, harmony, and love of art, with
datong (Great Unity) as the ultimate objective.28 Datong was the Chinese concept of utopia
achieved through ideal government, which first appeared in the Confucian classic Liji (The
Book of Rites) and was developed by the reformist KANGYouwei (1858–1927) in his volume
Datong shu (The Book of Datong). Aside from bestowing music the power to lead to the uto-
pian state, Cai Yuanpei also tried to inspire students to use music to lessen people’s sufferings
in a speech delivered at the opening of the 1929 school year.29

The establishment of a national conservatory in China in 1927 was no doubt a testimony to
China’s quest for modernity, a project that had started in the late nineteenth century. This
quest culminated in the New Culture movement in 1919, which led to broader acceptances
of foreign (Western) ideas as well as the adoption of the plain Chinese language. Western
music, which had been introduced to the school curriculum as part of the nation’s education
reform, became even more widespread in large cities in the 1920s and 1930s. The founding of
a government-funded music institute to provide systematic and professional Western music
training to Chinese youngsters was thus seen by the country’s elites as a nationalistic and anti-
imperialistic endeavour. Chinese musicians undergoing such training were thought to be able
to compete with their Western counterparts on equal grounds to be on a par with Western
powers in the cultural arena. This line of thinking is indicative of how colonialism moulded
the mindset of the Chinese public at the time. Even though neither Shanghai nor China was
fully colonized as some other Asian countries such as Vietnam or the Philippines, colonialism
had left an indelible mark on the Chinese psyche. Ironically, colonialism was mapped onto

26 See, for instance, discussions inMichael E. McClellan, ‘Music, Education and “Français de Couleur”: Music Instruction

in Colonial Hanoi’, Fontes Artis Musicae – Journal of the International Association of Music Libraries, Archives, and

Documentation Centres 56/3 (2009).

27 Formore discussions on the National Conservatory, see Hon-LunYang, ‘The Shanghai Conservatory, ChineseMusical

Life, and the Russian Diaspora: 1927–1949’, Twentieth-Century China 37/1 (2012).

28 ‘Guoli yinyue yuan zhaosheng’ (‘National Conservatory of Music Recruitment’), Shenbao, 1 September 1927, 2.

29 ‘Guoli yinyue zhuanke xuexiao kaixue’ (‘Inauguration of the National Music Institute’), Shenbao, 2 October 1929, 11.
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China’s national quest for modernity, which is a case in point of the coevality of two contra-
dictory processes, colonialism and nationalism, that could also be seen as cosmopolitanism.
Therefore, it comes as no surprise thatWestern music thrived at the National Conservatory

in Shanghai, even though Chinese music was also a part of the conservatory’s programme.30

In a few years, it came to have five departments: Theory and Composition, Keyboard (which
was originally just piano), Orchestra (which was originally violin, cello, and then other
orchestral instruments), Voice, and Chinese music.31 The first cohort of students admitted
to the National Conservatory was small with only twenty-three students, but the student
body grew quickly. Enrolment statistics from 1932 show that 125 students were enrolled.
Of these, sixty studied the piano, twenty-five the voice, and twenty the violin. It is noteworthy
that Chinese music, theory and composition, and other orchestral instruments attracted fewer
than ten students each.32 The number bespoke Chinese youngsters’ interest in mastering
Western music performance, particularly the piano.
Even though Xiao Youmei aspired to build a music education synthesizing both Chinese

and Western traditions,33 his two-pronged agenda failed from the start in the face of the
ingrained colonial mindset, which meant that the cultural capital accrued by Western
music was valued more by Chinese youngsters. As the preceding enrolment statistics point
out, it was Western music performance that Chinese youngsters most aspired to learn.
Such a trend was closely tied to the rising recognition of Chinese musicians in Shanghai
beginning in the late 1920s. Perhaps the most consequential in this regard was a number
of Chinese musicians’ performances with the SMO, the city’s colonial icon that had been
notorious for collaborating only with musicians from European metropolis. The four SMO
concerts from 1929 to be discussed in the following section, I would argue, were the perfor-
mative of a new Shanghai that took advantage of Chinese–Western collaborations.

The SMO’s Collaboration with Chinese Musicians
By 1929, Shanghai had grown into a cosmopolitan city. It was home to expatriate and settler
communities of different national origins, traditions, and ideologies, while its soundscape was

30 Nonetheless, it experienced the setback of downgrading to a music institute in 1929 due to shortage in funding.

31 The present Shanghai Conservatory of Music has thirteen departments (musicology/theory, composition, conducting,

piano, vocal/opera, orchestral instruments, Chinese orchestral instruments, education, musical theatre, music engi-

neering, contemporary instruments and percussion, arts administration, and the upcoming digital media), reflecting

many of the recent musical developments in theWest. In fact, the last five departments in this list were established only

after the newmillennium. In many respects, its curriculum structure is comparable to that of large-scale music schools

in the West.

32 ‘Ershiyi niandu shangxueqi zaixue xuesheng tongji biao’ (‘Year 21 [1932] First Semester Enrolment Statistics’), Guoli

yinyue juanke xuexiao xiaoshe lecheng jinian tekan (Special Issue to Celebrate the Completion of the School Building of

the National Music Institute), ed. the Conservatory Book Committee (1935). Shanghai Municipal Archive, Y8-1-468.

33 Xiao’s intention is further verified by a long newspaper article from 1928 about a Mr Theodore Tu (DU Tingxiu), who

attempted to ‘perpetuate native art’ by collecting and introducing folk songs to the Conservatory. George Kin Leung,

‘The Cult of Music in China: Work of the National Conservatory in Introducing the Best Foreign Work into the

Country and in Perpetuating the Native Art’, North-China Herald and Supreme Court & Consular Gazette, 10

November 1928, 245.
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marked by national, ethnic, class, and gender divides.34 Among the residents in the city were
well-trained musicians from Russia, Germany, and even the United States, who taught instru-
mental playing not only to Western but also to Chinese youngsters. Chinese elites then were
eager to embraceWesternmusic, a cultural asset and a form of cultural capital.Westernmusic
reiterated taste and social class on the one hand,35 and on the other, it enacted the idea of
Chinese modernity, which, for them, meant sharing in the prestige associated with
Shanghai’s international community.
The four concerts of the SMO that involved collaboration with Chinese musicians not only

kindled notions of China’s modernity but also performed two conflicting but coeval and
intertwined ideals that mapped onto each other: cosmopolitanism and colonialism. These
concerts were meant to send a message to the public regarding the core values of cosmopol-
itan Shanghai, drawing attention towards the Municipal Council’s recent receptiveness
towards the Chinese public, which had previously been banned from attending SMO concerts
in the Town Hall and the public parks (four and two years prior, respectively). The change in
the Council’s policy was a hard-won battle for the Chinese community, and these exceptional
concerts appeared to encapsulate the spirit of a more open and cosmopolitan Shanghai
(Table 1).36 But often these collaborations could also become a site of colonially tainted
Sino-Western relations.
The dynamics of colonial hierarchy is particularly well exemplified by the 14 May 1929

concert of the SMO’s ‘Young People’s Concerts’, a series that started in 1926 with the aim
of introducing classical music to youngsters in Shanghai. This concert showcased Chinese
performers to Shanghai’s well-to-do youngsters who studied at ‘Western schools’ reserved
for children of Western decent,37 corroborating the impression that Chinese youngsters
were thriving in the colonial system. The first half of this concert featured Michael
Haydn’s Toy Symphony, while the second half featured Chinese students of Western peda-
gogues, namely violinists David C. L. Tai and S. M. Hsu, and flautist J. Y. Lao.38

Particularly noteworthy is David Tai (DAI Cuilun) (1912–81), who was to become an impor-
tant figure of twentieth-century Chinese music.39

34 Robert Bickers, ‘Shanghailanders: The Formation and Identity of the British Settler Community in Shanghai 1843-–1937’,

Past and Present 159 (1998); Robert Bickers, Britain in China: Community Culture and Colonialism, 1900–1949

(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999).

35 See discussion by Pierre Bourdieu, ‘The Forms of Capital’, in Handbook of Theory and Research for the Sociology of

Education, ed. John Richardson (Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1986).

36 The table is compiled from extant programmes of the SMO at the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra Archive.

37 SMO Concert Programme ‘Seventh Special Concert for “Young People”’, 14 May 1929.

38 SMO Concert Programme, 14 May 1929.

39 At the time, Dai was seventeen and had just entered the National Conservatory a year prior. After his graduation from

the conservatory in 1935, he went to study at the Vienna Conservatory. Returning to Shanghai in 1937, he became the

first Chinese violinist hired by the SMO. Owing to the Sino-Japanese War, he left Shanghai to join the National

Conservatory in Congqing and became its president in 1943, and then in 1947, the concert master of the SMO. He

relocated to Taiwan in 1949 to become the Head of Taiwan Normal University’s Music Department and continued

to teach and perform until his retirement in the 1980s. ‘Dai Cui-Lun’, Online Database of Taiwanese Musicians,

http://musiciantw.ncfta.gov.tw/list.aspx?p=M008&c=&t=1 (accessed 3 October 2020).
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Table 1 SMO concerts with Chinese performers (1927–48)

1927.12.28 Third Concert for Young People – Special Christmas Programme
Girls’ Choir McTyeire School中西女中 – anon., Love for Jesus; anon.,
Hymn

1928.05.30 Eight and Last Concert ‘For Young People’ at Town Hall
Girls’ Choir McTyeire School中西女中 – anon., Beggers Tune; anon.,
For Our Country; anon., Love for Jesus; anon., Hymn

1929.05.14 Seventh Special Concert for ‘Young People’
Tai, David C. L. 戴粹倫 (vn) – Wilhelmy, Romance
Lao, J. Y. (flu) – Reinecke, Canzonetta
Tai, David C. L. 戴粹倫 (vn); Hsu, S. M. (vn); Masloff, Tamara (pf) –
Gluck, Orphee’s Menuet
Tai, David C. L. 戴粹倫 (vn); Hsu, S. M. (vn); Masloff, Tamara (pf) –
Handel, Bourree

1929.06.02 Thirty-Second and Last Concert of the Season. Special Choral and
Orchestra Programme with the Collaboration of the Chinese Choral
Society ‘The Shanghai Songster’

The Shanghai Songster 上海雅樂社 – anon., O Lord, My Trust is in
Thy Mercy; Tours, Sing, O Heavens; Schumann, Zigeunerleben,
Op. 29, No. 3; Rathbun, Bells of Dreamland; Fletcher, A Madrigal of
Spring; Brahms, Tafellied, Op. 93b

1929.06.04 Eighth and Last Special Concert for ‘Young People’ Dance and
National Folk-Songs Programme at Town Hall

McTyeire Chinese School’s Pupils 中西女中 – Chao, Yuen Ren, Song
of the Labourers; arr. An, Monks’ Chant

1929.12.22 Eleventh Concert with the Collaboration of the seventeen-years-old
Chinese Violinist SITSON MA

Ma, Si Tson 馬思聰(vn) – Mozart, Violin Concerto in E flat major,
K.268

1933.05.21 A Special ‘Grand Chinese Evening’ at Grand Theatre
Chinese Orchestra – anon., Tai Tung
Wei, Chung Loh 衛仲樂 (pipa) – anon., A musical description of a
battle
Liu, C.F. 劉經芳 (voc) – A. Avshalomov, The Last Words of
Tsin-Wen
International Arts Theatre Group of Shanghai – A. Avshalomov, The
Soul of the Ch’in

1934.08.25 Orchestral Concerts at Jessfield Park
Shen, Mary沈雅琴 (pf) – Grieg, Piano Concerto in A minor, Adagio;
Saint-Saëns, Rhapsodie d’Auvergne; Chopin, Two Preludes – Fmajor
No. 23 – B flat, B flat minor No. 16; Chopin, Impromptu No. 2, A flat
major; Chopin, Valse A flat major
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1935.10.20 Second Sunday Concert ‘Popular Programme’ at Lyceum
Wang, Jenji 王人藝 (vn) – Wieniawsky, Violin Concerto No. 2 in D
minor, Op. 22

1935.12.11 Eleventh Sunday Concert: Special Programme in collaboration with
The Shanghai Choral Society at Lyceum

The Shanghai Choral Society上海合唱社; Rigden, W. B (alt); Hu, Jen
胡 然 (ten); Piercy, G. H. (bar) –Mendelssohn, The First Walpurgis
Night, Op. 60

1935.12.22 Eleventh Concert at Lyceum
The Shanghai Choral Society上海合唱社; Rigden, W. B (alt); Hu, Jen
胡 然 (ten); Piercy, G. H. (bar) –Mendelssohn, The First Walpurgis
Night, Op. 60
The Shanghai Choral Society 上海合唱社 – Handel, Messiah: ‘And
the glory of the Lord’ and ‘Hallelujah’

1936.01.14 First Performance in China of the Oratorio in Three Parts for Soli,
Chorus and Orchestra – The Creation by Haydn at Grand Theatre

M. Harvey (sop); Hwang, Eva 黃友葵 (sop); Hu, Jen 胡 然 (ten);
Shushlin, Vladimir (bas); The Shanghai Songsters 上海雅樂社,
Russian singers – Haydn, The Creation

1936.03.01 Twenty-First Sunday Concert ‘Popular Programme’ at Lyceum
Hu, Jen 胡 然 (ten) – Wagner, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg: Am
stillen Herd

Hwang, Eva 黃友葵 (sop); V. Shushulin (bas) – Haydn, The Creation:
Adam and Eve

1936.08.08 Open Air Concert at Jessfield Park
Hwang, Eva 黃友葵 (sop) – Puccini, Gianni Schicchi (Selection);
Puccini, La Boheme: Mimi’s Scene Act I and Musette’s Valse Act II;
Schubert, Serenade; Dvorak, Gipsy Song

1937.01.24 Fifteenth Sunday Symphony Concert at Lyceum
Wang, T. S. 王文玉 (sop) – Leoncavallo, Pagliacci: Nedda’s Ballade;
Dell’ Acqua, Villanelle

Hsia, Mary 夏國瓊 (pf) – Liszt, Fantasy upon Hungarian Melodies
1937.04.16 First Visit to Nanking of the Shanghai Municipal Symphony

Orchestra at National Music and Theatre Hall
南京聲歌協會歌詠團合唱樂隊(有馬革順) – Cheng, Maoyun 程懋

筠 andDangGe黨歌; Tang, Xueyong唐學詠, GuoMingGemingGe
國民革民歌

1937.04.17 The Second National Exhibition of Chinese Arts, Ministry of
Education, The Creation by Joseph Haydn at National Music and
Theatre Hall

中央大學音樂系; 金陵女子文理學院音樂系; 金陵大學歌詠團; 南
京聲歌協會; Wilck, Ilse (sop); Slobodskoy, A. (ten); Shushlin,
V. (bas)–Haydn, The Creation
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1937.05.16 Thirtieth Sunday Concert at Lyceum
Chao, Mei Pa 趙梅伯 (ten) – Handel, Joshua: So Long the Memory
Shall Last; Scarlatti, Già il sole dal Gange; Ravel, La-bass vers I’Eglise;
Ravel, Quel galant!; Chinese Folk-songs, arr. Chao, Mei Pa, Chant
Bouddiste; Chinese Folk-songs, arr. anon., Un Pecheur

1937.05.23 Thirty-First Sunday Symphony Concert at Lyceum
Long, Pansy郎毓秀 (sop) – A. Avshalomov, The K’E still ripples to its
banks

1937.11.21 Sixth Sunday Symphony Concert at Lyceum
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) –Grieg, Piano Concerto in A minor, Op. 16

1938.05.29 Thirtieth and Last Sunday Concert at Lyceum
The Shanghai Choral Society上海合唱社; Harvey, A. (sop); McGavin,
D. (ten); Booth, J. C. (bar) – Haydn, The Seasons: ‘Spring’ for Soli,
Chorus and Orchestra

1938.08.25 Programme with the Collaboration of Mr. SZE. Y. W. (Bass) at
Alliance Francaise

Sze,Yi Kwei 斯義桂 (bas) – Massenet, Elgie; Wagner, O Star of Eve;
Tchaikovsky, Eugene Oneguin: Aria Prince Gremin; Rossini, Il
Barbiere di Siviglia: Aria La Calunnia

1938.11.20 Seventh Sunday Symphony Concert in collaboration with The
Shanghai Choral Society at Lyceum

The Shanghai Choral Society上海合唱社 –Gui.C (orch. arr.) and Paci.
M (choral add.), Bach’s Choral Theme ‘In Thee is gladness’ for
Chorus and Orchestra

The Shanghai Choral Society 上海合唱社; Bouchard A.C. (bar) –
Parry, C. H. H., Ode to St. Cecilia’s Day: Prelude, Chorus ‘Descend ye
Nine’, Baritone-Solo ‘Music the fiercest grief can charm’ and Chorus
‘This the divine Cecilia found’

The Shanghai Choral Society 上海合唱社; Perry, L. C. (bas) –
Beethoven, Ruins of Athens: March and Chrous ‘Twine ye the
garlands’, Interlude (for 8 wind instruments), Bass-Rec. ‘No more in
Athens may the Muses flourish’, Chorus ‘Where freedom hath
triumphed’, Bass-Air ‘While the sacred Nine’ and Chorus ‘Great
Muse ascend thy Throne’ and Final Chorus ‘Hail mighty Music, Hai’

The Shanghai Choral Society 上海合唱社 – Mascagni, Hymn to the
Sun (with Chorus, Prelude to the Opera ‘Iris’)

1939.02.05 Sixteenth Sunday Symphony Concert at Lyceum
Lin, Patrick 林 橋 (pf) – Mozart, Piano Concerto No. 20 in D minor,
K.466

1939.04.30 Chamber Music Concert at Lyceum
Shen, Mary沈雅琴 (pf) – Bach, Italian Concerto, BWV 971; Debussy,
Suite Pour le piano
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1940.04.07 25th Symphony Concert at Lyceum
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) – Chopin, Piano Concerto in E minor

1940.04.17 Maestro Paci presents his 3 Pupils (Pianists) in a Programme of Four
Piano-Concertos with Orchestra at Lyceum

Shen, Mary 沈雅琴 (pf) – Schumann, Piano Concert in A minor,
Op. 54

Shen, Mary沈雅琴 (pf); Pezzini, Leyda (pf); Schiffmann, Rosa (pf) –
Bach, Concerto for 3 Pianos in D minor, No. 22

1940.04.21 Twenty-Seventh Concert – Farewell Appearance of the 17-year-old
Violinist Leonora Valesby at Lyceum

Valesby, Leonora 廖玉磯 (vn) – Viotti, Violin Concert No. 22 in A
minor

1940.08.24 Special Concert at Jessfield Park
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) – Grieg, Piano Concerto in A minor

1940.12.15 Tenth Concert at Lyceum
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) – Liszt, Piano Concerto No. 1 in E flat major

1941.02.23 Twentieth Concert at Lyceum
Wei, Chung Loh 衛仲樂 (er-hu) – Avshalomov, Aaron, Three Short
Pieces for Erhu and Small Orchestra

1941.03.09 Twenty Second Concert: Chamber Music Programme at Lyceum
Shen, Mary沈雅琴 (pf) – Chopin, Etudes: in A minor, C major, A flat
major; Chopin, Nocturne in D flat major, Op. 27, No. 2; Chopin,
Ballade No. 2 in F major, Op. 38

1941.05.04 Twenty Ninth Concert: Chamber Music Programme at Lyceum
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) – Haydn, Variations in F minor, Hob.XVII:6;
Lecuona, Malagueña; Rachmaninov, Melodie, Op. 3, No. 3;
Schumann, Toccata, Op. 7

Chu, Chi朱 琦 (sop); Cheng, Tsin-Tzu程靜子 (sop); Luo, Mo-Heien
老摩宜 (alt); Ching, Mui-Ling (alt); Tchang, Yong-Tsai (ten); Tien,
Ming-En田鳴思 (ten); Hsia, Shun-An夏循安 (bas); Keh, Chao-Tse
葛朝祉 (bas) (From Prof. Chao,Mei Pa’s ‘Vocal School’ 歌手來自趙

梅伯的聲樂學校) – Arcadelt, Ave Maria; English Folk Song,
Vaughan Williams, The Spring Time of the Year; Gavaert, Le Mai

1941.11.30 Eighth Concert at Lyceum
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) – Schumann, Piano Concerto in A minor,
Op. 54

1942.05.24 Thirty Third Concert at Lyceum
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) – Tchaikovsky, Piano Concerto No. 1 in B flat
minor, Op. 23

1942.08.23 Tenth Open-Air Concert – Grand Italian Operatic Concert at French
Park

Chen, Mary陳美蘭 (sop) – Ponchielli, La Gioconda: Prelude, Scene &
Gioconda’s Air of ‘The Suicide’; Verdi, Aida: Aida’s Scene (1st Act):
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Ritorna Vincitor. . .’
Chen, Mary 陳美蘭 (sop); Kaneyama, Shiro (bar) – Mascagni,
Cavalleria Rusticana: Duet, Santuzza-Alfio; Verdi, Aida: Introduction
& Duet (2nd Act): Aida-Amonasro’

1942.12.27 Tenth Concert at Lyceum
Tung, Kwong Kwong董光光 (pf) –Mozart, Piano Concerto No. 22 in
E flat major, K.482

1943.01.24 Fourteenth Concert at Lyceum
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) – Liszt, Piano Concerto No. 1 in E flat major

1943.02.07 Sixteenth Concert at Lyceum
Sze,Yi Kwei斯義桂 (bas) – Chao, Yuen Ren 趙元任, Love Song教我

如何不想他; Schubert, Erlkönig, D328; Tchaikovsky, None but a
lonely heart; Carissimi, Vittoria, Mio Core

1943.02.14 Seventeenth Concert at Lyceum
Shen, Mary 沈雅琴 (pf) – Beethoven, Piano Concerto No. 3 in C
minor, Op. 37

1943.03.14 Twenty First Concert at Lyceum
Woo, Lois 吳樂懿 (pf) – Tchaikovsky, Piano Concerto No. 1 in B flat
minor, Op. 23

1943.05.16 Thirtieth Concert at Lyceum
Valesby, Leonora 廖玉磯 (vn) – Bruch, Violin Concert No. 1 in G
minor

1943.12.26 Sixth Concert at Lyceum
Valesby, Leonora 廖玉磯 (vn) – Mozart, Violin Concerto No. 5 in A
major, K.219

1944.02.13 Thirteenth Concert at Lyceum
Lee, Nancy 李蕙芳 (pf) – Grieg, Piano Concerto in A minor, Op. 16

1944.02.27 Fifteenth Concert at Lyceum
Kao, Chih Lan 高芝蘭 (sop) – Mozart, Le Nozze di Figaro: Voi che
sapete; Mozart, Don Giovanni: Batti, batti, o bel Masetto; Mozart, Il
Re Pastore: L’amero’ saro costante

1944.04.15+16 Twenty Second Concert at Lyceum
Wang, T. S. 王文玉 (sop) – Verdi, Rigoletto: Caro nome; Meyerbeer,
Roberto il Diavolo: Roberto, O tu che adoro; Debussy, L’enfant
Prodigue: L’année en vain chasse l’année

1944.04.22+23 Twenty Third Concert at Lyceum
Tung, Kwong Kwong董光光 (pf) – Beethoven, Piano Concerto No. 1
in C major, Op. 15

1944.05.06+07 Twenty Fifth Concert at Lyceum
Lee, Rose Marie 李天鐸 (sop) – Mozart, Le Nozze di Figaro: ‘Non so
più, cosa son, cosa faccio’ and ‘Porgi amor’

Lee, Rose Marie 李天鐸 (sop); Kaneyama, Shiro (bar) – Mozart, Le
Nozze di Figaro: ‘Crudel! Perche finora’
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1944.09.13+14 Chih Lan Kao in her Operatic Concert at Lyceum
Kao, Chih Lan 高芝蘭 (sop); Oak, I. C. 玉仁讚 (bar); Huang, Frank
黃飛蘭 (ten); Yeh, Nora 葉淑蓮 (mez) – Verdi, La Traviata:
Selection, Act II

1945.05.05 上海音樂協會主催—答謝贊助人—特殊音樂舞蹈演奏會 at Grand
Theatre

Lee, RoseMarie李天鐸 (sop) – Puccini,Gianni Schicchi: Aria;Wagner,
Tannhäuser: Aria

1945.06.n.d. The Shanghai Philharmonic Society present La Traviata at Lyceum
Kao, Chih Lan 高芝蘭 (Violetta Valery) – Verdi, La Traviata

1945.08.12 Second Open-Air Concert at Nikka Club
Kao, Chih Lan 高芝蘭 (Lyric sop) – Puccini, Tosca: Aria ‘Tosca’;
Puccini, La Boheme: Aria ‘Mimi’ and Musetta Song

1945.11.18+21 Festive Opening at Lyceum
Tung, Kwong Kwong董光光 (pf) –Grieg, Piano Concerto in Aminor,
Op. 16

1945.12.02 Third Concert at Lyceum
Tai, David C. L. 戴粹倫 (conductor) – Mendelssohn, Hebrides
Overture (a.k.a. Fingal’s Cave); Schubert, Symphony No. 8 in B
minor, D759 ‘Unfinished’; Schubert, Military March, D733, No. 1

Tai, David C. L. 戴粹倫 (conductor); Adler, Ferdinand (vn) –
Mendelssohn, Violin Concerto in E minor, Op. 64

1945.12.30 Special Christmas Programme at Lyceum
Lin, T. C. 林俊卿 (bas) – Handel, Messiah: (Recitative) Thus saith the
Lord, (Air) But who may abide the day of his coming

Zao, Lilian 曹霖霖 (alt) – Handel, Messiah: Then shall the eyes of the
blind be opened

Zao, Lilian曹霖霖 (alt); Chang, Lola張紫玲 (sop) – Handel,Messiah:
(Alto) He shall feed His flock, (Soprano) Come unto Him all ye that
labour

Chang, Lola 張紫玲 (sop) – Handel, Messiah: (Air) Rejoyce greatly
Chinese choir boys (25-choir boys, under the leadership respectively of
Keh, C. T. 葛朝祉 andWong, W. H.黃永熙) – anon., Two Pastorals
(Chinese Text)

1946.01.06 Eighth Concert at Lyceum
Kao, Chih Lan 高芝蘭 (sop) – Verdi, Rigoletto: Tutte le feste; Puccini,
Tosca: Vissi d’arte; Puccini, Madama Butterfly: Un bel di vedremo

1946.02.17 Fourteenth Symphony Concert (Jointly sponsored by the Shanghai
Municipal Government and War Area Service Corps.) at Lyceum

Waung, Wing Hee 黃永熙 (conductor) – Wagner, Overture
Tannhauser; Tchaikovsky, Suite ‘Le Lac Des Cygnes’ – a) Scene; b)
Valse; c) Danses des Cygnes; d) Scene; e) Danse Hongroise Czardas;
f) Scene; Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1; Grieg, Elegiac Melodies
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(string only) – a) Wounded Heart; b) The Late Spring; Wagner,
Introduction to 3rd Act Lohengrin

Waung, Wing Hee 黃永熙 (conductor); Roland, Victor (bar) –
Borodine, Aria from Prince Igor; Massenet, Aria from Herodiade

1946.04.14 Twenty Second Concert at Lyceum
Kao, Chih Lan 高芝蘭 (sop) – Bizet, Carmen: Micaela’s Aria from Act
III; Charpentier, Louise: Louise’s Aria;

1946.04.28 Twenty Fourth Concert at Lyceum
Wu, Richard 伍正謙 (bar) – Schubert, Schwanengesang, D957:
Ständchen; Puccini, Tosca: Aria; Chinese Folk Song, arr. and orch.
Avshalomov, Aaron, In Distant Climb 在那遙遠的地方

(A Chinese Folk Song of Tsing-Hai 青海民間歌曲); Speaks, On the
Road to Mandalay

1946.05.12 Twenty Sixth Concert at Lyceum
Ma, Si Tson 馬思聰 (conductor) – Beethoven, Coriolan Overture,
Op. 62; Dvořák, Symphony No. 9 in E minor, Op. 95 ‘From the New
World’

Ma, Si Tson 馬思聰 (conductor); Ma, Si Hon 馬思宏 (vn) – Ma, Si
Tson 馬思聰, Violin Concerto in F major

1946.09.09+10 Prof. Y. K. Sze (Basso) in a Vocal Recital accompanied by the
ShanghaiMunicipal Symphony Orchestra (the ShanghaiMunicipal
Symphony Orchestra and the Shanghai Music Society Present) at
Canidrome

Sze,Yi Kwei 斯義桂 (bas) – Handel, Messiah: The Trumpet Shall
Sound; Schubert, Nacht und Traume; Schubert, Erlkönig, D328;
Massenet, Elegie; Martini, Plaisir d’Amour;Wagner, Star of Eve from
Tannhauser: O Du Mein Holder Abendstern; Chao, Yuen Ren 趙元

任, Love Song 教我如何不想他; Moussorgsky, Song of the Flea;
Traditional, anon., Song of the Volga Boatmen; Rossini, Il Barbiere:
La Calunnia

1946.09.21 Twenty-Third Open-Air Concert at Canidrome
Chen, Li-Ching 陳麗清 (Coloratura-lyric sop) – Puccini, La Boheme;
Dell’ Acqua, Villanelle; Gounod, Romeo and Juliet

1946.10.20 Gala Premiere at Lyceum
Tung, Kwong Kwong董光光 (pf) –Grieg, Piano Concerto in Aminor,
Op. 16

1946.10.26 Symphony Concert at Lyceum
Valesby, Leonora 廖玉磯 (vn) – Tchaikovsky, Violin Concerto in D
major, Op. 35

1946.10.27 Second Winter Concert at Lyceum
Chen, Li-Ching 陳麗清 (Lyric-Coloratura sop) – Puccini, La Bohème:
Aria; Verdi, Rigoletto: Aria

1946.11.24 Symphony Concert at Lyceum
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A similar logic of colonialism shaped the eighth and last concert in the ‘Young People’s
Concerts’ series. Held on 4 June 1929, it showcased the girls’ choir of the McTyeire
Chinese School. The choir sang a work by CHAO Yuenren (1892–1982), a composer and
US-trained linguist who was known in Shanghai’s Chinese music scene for his
Western-style art songs.40 The concert was highlighted as a ‘Dance and National
Folk-Songs Programme’, a misnomer as the performed works were not genuine folksongs.
Such a programme reiterated colonial values by showcasing the Chinese body as accom-
plished colonial subjects: the Western-trained composer and the girls’ choir of a missionary
school were well versed in Western music and successfully assimilated into the colonial soci-
ety. The McTyeire Chinese School was founded by the American Woman’s Council of the
Methodist Church in 1890 to provide training for Chinese girls from affluent families who
were willing and able to pay considerable tuition for their daughters’ education.

Lin, Titta林青俊 (bar) – Verdi, Un Ballo in Maschera: Scene and Aria
of Renato; Verdi, Otello: Iago’s Credo

1946.11.28 Symphony Concert at Lyceum
Chu, Lillian朱宣育 (pf) – Liszt, Piano Concerto No. 1 in E flat major

1946.11.29+
12.01

EllieMao in her Farewell Concert (under the honourable Patronage of
his Excellencies: Mayor Dr. Wu, K. C. and Dr. Kung, H. H. at
Lyceum

Mao, Ellie 茅愛立 (sop) – Verdi, La Forza del Destino: Pace, Pace, o
Dio; Meyerbeer, Roberto il Diavolo: Cavatina

Mao, Ellie 茅愛立 (sop); Margolinsky, Henry (pf) – Schubert,
Frühlingsglaube, D.686; Schubert, Schwanengesang, D957:
Aufenthalt; Tchaikovsky, None but a lonely heart; Rachmaninov, In
the Silent Night Op. 4, No. 3; Quilter, Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal,
Op. 3, No. 2; Traditional, Hughes, I Will Walk with My Love; Huang,
Zi 黃自, Chun Si Qu 春思曲; Chao, Yuen Ren 趙元任, Ting Yu 聽

雨; Chao, Yuen Ren趙元任, Shang Shan上山; Qing, Zhu青主, Wo
Zhu Chang Jiang Tou我住長江頭; Xu, Mianqing許綿清, Cui Mian
Qu 催眠曲; He, Luting 賀綠汀, Jia Ling Jiang Shang 嘉陵江上

1947.07.06 Summer Gala Premiere Concert at Canidrome
Chang, Lola 張紫玲 (sop) – Puccini, Tosca: Visi d’Arte; Puccini, La
Boheme: Mimi’s Aria; Puccini, Madam Butterfly: Aria

1948.01.25
+02.01

The Creation given by the Shanghai Songsters in Celebration of Its
30th Anniversary at Lyceum

Chang, Lola張紫玲 (sop); Han, Dezhang韓德章(ten); Ge, Chaozhi葛
朝祉(bar); The Shanghai Songsters 上海雅樂社 – Haydn, The
Creation

40 ‘Eighth and Last Special Concert for “Young People”: Dance and National Folk-Songs Programme at TownHall’, SMO

Concert Programme, 4 June 1929.
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Interestingly, the school also provided music training for its students, and by 1916, there were
already 112 students learning the piano and four learning the violin. In 1916, the school was
also raising funds for yet another building to meet the increasing demands for its pro-
grammes.41 Given the provision of Western music education at this school, it is not a surprise
that its choir was featured at the SMO’s Young People concerts, a series started in 1926 with
the aim of introducing classical music to youngsters.42 Prior to the 1929 concert, the SMOhad
collaborated with the McTyeire Chinese School choir in 1927 and 1928.43

The thirty-second and last concert of the SMO’s 1929 concert season featured a Chinese
choral society called The Shanghai Songsters.44 This concert exemplified a more mutually
beneficial connection between the SMO and the Chinese musicians. The Shanghai
Songsters was an amateur choral group founded almost a decade before by elite Chinese
vocalists of Western music who graduated from local colleges or colleges abroad. As early
as in 1921, the group, which was associated with the local YMCA, was reported to have per-
formed Easter music at a local church.45 The Songsters was particularly active in 1926, when
they came to be known for their many concerts at the Shanghai College as a part of the
school’s music appreciation initiative.46 As mentioned in the North-China Herald, their well-
presented programmes were always well received, reflecting the growing popularity of
Western music among the Chinese population in Shanghai.47 As a matter of fact, the
group performed not only choral works but also various Chinese and Western solo vocal
works that featured Chinese soloists.48

The collaboration between the SMO and the Shanghai Songsters in 1929 was built on prior
collaborations. In November 1928, the Shanghai Songsters was part of the SMO’s Schubert
Festival concert. They joined the Russian choir, creating a choir of eighty-five voices of ‘sono-
rous sound . . . that swept across the big Town Hall’.49 Together, they performed Schubert’s
‘First Love’ and ‘Tender Music All Inviting’. A week after this concert, the SMO joined the
Songsters at this vocal group’s tenth anniversary concert, which received great acclaim
from both the audience and the reviewers.50 These collaborations explained why Paci, the

41 ‘Mctyeire School: A Sketch of Its Growth and Work’, North China Daily News, 23 June 1916, 4.

42 For example, in the first such concert held on 28 October 1926, a Mr Green was there to introduce every instrument of

the orchestra, and the concert programme included short pieces showcasing different orchestra instruments. The sec-

ond half of the concert was Saint-Saëns’s Carnival of the Animals. ‘Concert for Young People to be Held Thursday’,

China Press, 24 October 1926, A6.

43 See Table 1.

44 ‘Thirty-Second and Last Concert of the Season. Special Choral and Orchestra Programmewith the Collaboration of the

Chinese Choral Society “The Shanghai Songsters”’, SMO Concert Programme, 2 June 1929.

45 ‘Shanghai Songsters to Assist Municipal Concert at Town Hall’, China Press, 27 May 1929, 4.

46 ‘Shanghai College Concert: Growing Popularity of Western Music with Chinese’, North China Herald, 12 June 1926,

498.

47 Ibid.

48 See, for example, ‘Songsters Fill Large Hall in First Concert: Misses Wong Charm in Solos, Chorus Excellent’, China

Press, 23 December 1927, 7.

49 ‘Schubert Festival Concert’, China Press, 27 November 1928, 2.

50 ‘Concert of Songsters Prove Marked Success’, China Press, 8 December 1928, 4.
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director of the SMO, chose to feature the group in a concert that marked the end of the SMO’s
concert season for 1929.
While Paci’s importance in the success of the group was overstated by Western critics, the

collaboration was a win for both institutions. For the Songsters, working with the SMOmeant
more recognition as well as the opportunity to sing an expanded repertoire of large-scale
works such as Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, Haydn’s The Creation, and even Verdi’s
Stabat Mater. As for the SMO, as mentioned by Paci in his correspondence with the
Secretary of the Municipal Council, such choral concerts attracted good audience attendance,
and most of all, the Songsters did not charge a fee, unlike the Russian choir.51 Two extant
photos of the group with Paci in 1929, the first from the June concert and the second from
the November concert, show the shifting relationship between the director and the SMO,
whether intentionally or accidentally. The first shows Paci as an imposing maestro sitting
in front of the choir members at the piano whereas the second shows him as a beloved col-
laborator sitting among the choir members (Figure 3a and b).52

The last collaboration between Paci and Chinese musicians in 1929 took place during the
SMO concert on 22December, which counted as a part of the 1930 concert season. It involved
the seventeen-year-old MA Sicong (spelled Sitson Ma in Shanghai newspapers and Ma Tzu-
tsung inNew York Times), whowas to playMozart’s Violin Concerto in E flat major, K. 268.53

Ma had already made an appearance in Shanghai’s music scene by appearing in Songsters’
annual concert three weeks before the advertised collaboration with the SMO.54 His SMO
debut was highly anticipated in the Chinese community as the SMO had never featured a
Chinese soloist in its regular concerts – a fact noted in advertisements in various newspapers.
Mawas a rare case of success inWestern instrumental playing at this time, and to some extent,
this was due to early education. His brother took him to France when he was 11. He started to
learn the violin at 12, entered a regional conservatory at 13, and studied at the Paris
Conservatory at 15. When Ma came back to China in 1929 at the age of 17, he was hailed
by the Chinese media as a ‘wonder boy’. He was reported to have played in Guangzhou
andNanjing and to have been invited to play in Japan as well.55 Ma’s fame and his great recep-
tion at the Songsters concert must have prompted Paci to give him a chance to play with the
SMO.
WhetherMa’s concert was successful and whether it had actually taken place is a mystery as

there was no further mention of the event at all. What remains in record from around this
time is an announcement of a concert at the Town Hall in January, not with the SMO but
with other Chinese musicians.56 Regardless of exactly what had happened, it appears that

51 Paci’s letter dated 13 March 1936. Shanghai Municipal Archive U1-4-905.

52 June concert photo published in ‘Shanghai Songsters to Assist Municipal Concert at Town Hall’, China Press, 27 May

1929, 4; November photo published in ‘Photo Standalone 3’, China Press 24 November 1929, B4.

53 Display Ad 28 & 38. China Press, 20 & 22 December 1929, 26, A13; a photo of Ma is included in an announcement of

the concert ‘With Municipal Orchestra’, China Press, 22 December 1929, A8.

54 ‘Full House Will Hear Songsters on November 30’, China Press, 28 November 1929, 4.

55 ‘Full House Will Hear Songsters on November 30’, China Press, 28 November 1929, 4.

56 ‘Sitson Ma, 17-Year Old Violinist Will Give Concert Soon’, China Press, 29 December 1929, 5.
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Ma ultimately saw himself as a composer rather than a concert violinist. The fact that he
changed his career path to study composition from 1931 to 1932 at the Paris Conservatory
was telling of how he felt about his own talent in violin performance.57

Figure 3a and 3b (Colour online 3a) Mario Paci with the Shanghai Songsters in 1929 (3a: originally pub-
lished in ‘Photo Standalone 3’, China Press, 24 November 1929, B4. Owing to the poor quality of the original
version, the one used here was published in the Chinese magazine Tuhua shibao 570/1 (1929), 1. 3b:
‘Shanghai Songsters to Assist Municipal Concert at Town Hall’, China Press, 27 May 1929, 4.)

57 Ma returned to China in 1933. Not particularly welcomed by Shanghai’s music circle, he started his own conservatory

in Guangzhou and later found positions in Nanjing and Beijing, maintaining an active profile as a composer and vio-

linist. After the founding of the PRC, his talent was highly valued by the Chinese Communist Party, and he was

appointed as the first president of the Central Conservatory in Beijing, where he served from 1949 to 1966. He was

the Red Guard’s target in the Cultural Revolution and was sent to a reform camp. Fearful for his life, Ma fled the

PRC in January 1967 to seek political asylum in the United States. The PRC issued a warrant to arrest him for treason,

which was in effect from 1968 to 1985. Ma never returned to Beijing and died in Philadelphia in 1987, two years after

his charge was removed. For reports and reasons of his defection, see Douglas Robinson, ‘Chinese Musician, Red

Guard Target, Gets Asylum Here’, New York Times, 13 April 1967, 1; see also Henry Raymont, ‘A

Musician-Defector Denounces Excesses by China’s Red Guard’, New York Times, 28 May 1967.
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Ma’s collaboration with the SMO was probably not a successful one, and the SMO did not
collaborate with any more Chinese soloists until several years later. According to my study of
the SMO programmes, those who were deemed good enough to appear repeatedly with the
SMO included Mary Xia, Lois Woo, SZE Yi Kwei, Leonora Valesby, TUNG Kwong
Kwong, and KAO Chih Lan, and these Chinese musicians did turn out to be successful per-
formers (see Table 1). Woo and Kao became leading pedagogues in China while Sze went on
to attain an international career as an operatic bass-baritone and taught at the Eastman School
of Music.58

In this regard, the SMO’s collaborative concerts with Chinese musicians, which showcased
the Chinese body in performance, were a performative site of power negotiations. On the one
hand, these concerts helped the SMO to enact the promise of cosmopolitanism as well as to
expand its audience pool. On the other, they provided Chinese musicians the opportunity to
play with the only professional orchestra in China at the time, even though, as I emphasized
with the first two examples, their representation could be mediated by colonial hierarchy.
These collective performances were indeed deemed moments of glory by the musicians
and audiences of the time, and they laid the path for a trajectory of Western music in China.

Chinese Performing Western Music
The attention Chinese musicians received from their collaborations with the SMO encapsu-
lated the intersection of cosmopolitanism, colonialism, and nationalism in colonial Shanghai.
Different actors and communities bestowed the endeavours with different meanings, each
taking advantage of the opportunities afforded by such collaborations. Western music con-
certs by Chinese musicians also gained recognition from Shanghai’s Western communities
as testified by reports of them in English, French, German, and even Russian newspapers
to be discussed shortly. Xiao Youmei, the co-founder and president of the National
Conservatory, was quite aware of the importance of music performance to the reputation
of the institution. A small recital by its faculty members was organized for the conservatory’s
inauguration as well as its first anniversary celebration. The first joint student concert was
held in May 1930 and thereafter annually.59 Overseen by the conservatory’s Concert
Committee, other performances of the conservatory included students’ graduation recitals,
faculty concerts, as well as ad hoc concerts devoted to a special purpose, which were some-
times covered by Shanghai’s newspapers. Interestingly, these were covered more often by
Western newspapers than Chinese-language ones.
One such example concerned the first cohort of the conservatory’s graduates – CHIU Foo

Sung, LEE Hsien Ming, and YU I Hsung covered in the China Press in 1933.60 Aside from
documenting the performances, these English newspaper reports testified to the international
community’s recognition of Chinese musicians taking part in initiatives associated with

58 See Yang, ‘The Shanghai Conservatory’ for further information.

59 See Luo and Qian, eds., National Conservatory/ National Music Institute in pictures: 1927–1941, 31.

60 ‘Recital Marks Graduation of Conservatory: Program at Chinese “Y” Features Piano, Vocal Graduate Musicians’,

China Press, 23 June 1933, 5.
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Western classical music. Chiu Foo Sung was said to have given a piano recital at the University
of Shanghai to bring classical music to university students. Lee Hsien Ming, the future wife of
the Russian émigré composer and pianist Alexander Tcherepnin,61 was reported to have
played at the American Women’s Club.62 Yu was said to have sung at the annual meeting
of the National Child Welfare Association of China and a charity ball in aid of the China
Mission to Lepers,63 the former an NGO with a New York connection64 and the latter a sub-
sidiary of the Mission to Lepers in the United Kingdom and the United States.65 Since Chiu
and Lee were students of the renowned Russian pedagogue Boris Zakharov, their graduation
was also reported in the Russian newspaper Shanghai Zaria in great length with an eye-
catching photo of the students with their teacher (Figure 4), clearly affirming Russian musi-
cians’ contribution to the Shanghai community.66 In theNorth China Daily News, the success
of the students was hailed as a testimony to Western music’s universality – ‘music, the uni-
versal language, can lift the curse of Babel’.67

The visibility of the conservatory’s students in the media was due to their prowess in musi-
cal skills. Those who completed the entire curriculum were said to be in great demand due to
the burgeoning of Western music programmes at various regional tertiary educational insti-
tutions.68 In this regard, it is interesting to note how students benefited from Shanghai’s
unique context. Almost half of the performance staff of the conservatory were graduates of
the Saint Petersburg Conservatory. This not only reflected Xiao Youmei’s determination to
have the best staff possible but also the relocation of many Russian émigrés to Shanghai
from Harbin and other cities fleeing the revolution after 1925. The rapid development of
the piano and vocal departments was in part due to two of the renowned Russian pedagogues
at the conservatory – Boris Zakharov and Vladimir Shushlin. They brought their performance
skills and musical knowledge to Chinese students and were hailed as forefathers of Chinese
pianism and bel canto respectively.69 The conservatory also benefitted from the players of

61 Tcherepnin performed in Shanghai in 1934. The Chinese piano works competition for the National Conservatory’s

students that he sponsored is deemed amilestone in the development of contemporary Chinesemusic. In the following

year, he was made an honorary professor of the National Conservatory. For further information, see JohnWinzenburg,

‘From “Folk Cure” to Catharsis: Alexander Tcherepnin and New Chinese Piano Music’, in Hon-Lun Yang et al.,

Networking the Russian Diaspora.

62 ‘Recital Marks Graduation of Conservatory’, 5.

63 ‘Recital Marks Graduation of Conservatory’, 5.

64 ‘Child Welfare in China: National Association Formed in Shanghai’, North-China Herald and Supreme Court &

Consular Gazette, 11 August 1928, 240.

65 T. C. Wu, ‘What The Chinese Are Doing to Rid China of Leprosy’, Chinese Recorder, 1 April 1927, 257.

66 ‘B.S. Zakharov i laureaty: Istoricheskii vypusk Natsionalnoi Konservatorii’ (‘Professor B.S. Zakharov and his

Prize-Winners: Historic Graduates of the National Conservatory’), Shankhaiskaia Zaria, 7 July1933, 6.

67 ‘National Conservatory of Music’, North China Daily News, 23 June 1933, 24.

68 EdwardM. P. Chao, ‘The Growth ofWesternMusic in China: Its Importance to General Culture’,North-China Herald

and Supreme Court & Consular Gazette, 10 August 1929, 235.

69 For more information, see Yang, ‘The Shanghai Conservatory’, and Chapter 5 in Yang et al., Networking the Russian

Diaspora. For further discussion on pianism in China, see BIAN Meng, Zhongguo gangqin wenhua zhi xingcheng yu

fazhan (The Formation and Development of Chinese Piano Culture) (Beijing: Huayue Chubanshe, 1996).
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the SMO, including its concert master Arigo Foa and the cello principal Igor Shetzov, as well
as the principals of the wind and brass sections.70

WU Leyi (Lois Woo), the star student at the conservatory mentioned at the beginning of
this article, exemplified Shanghai’s cosmopolitan ideals as she embodied moments of collab-
oration between the SMO and the National Conservatory. At Wu’s debut with the SMO in
November 1937, she played Grieg’s Piano Concerto.71 Her performance must have been a
great success as she was again featured at the Red Cross concert just three weeks later. The
year 1940 was even more triumphant for her as she played in three SMO concerts, and
then in the following few years, she played repeatedly, covering almost all major repertoire
of the piano concerto literature.72 Wu later became one of the leading pianists of the PRC
and eventually, a famous pedagogue of the Shanghai Conservatory, its predecessor being
the National Conservatory.
While there was no visual documentation of Wu’s performance with the Municipal

Orchestra, there was one featuring GAO Zhilan, a vocal student at the conservatory. This
photo, likely from a concert from 1944 or 1945,73 showcased her in front of one of the

Figure 4 (Colour online) Boris Zakharov with CHIU Foo Sung, LEE Hsien Ming, 1933 (‘B.S. Zakharov i
laureaty: Istoricheskii vypusk Natsionalnoi Konservatorii’ (‘Professor B.S. Zakharov and his prize-winners:
Historic graduates of the National Conservatory’). Shankhaiskaia Zaria, 7 July 1933, 6).

70 For more information, see Yang, ‘The Shanghai Conservatory’.

71 SMO Concert Programme, 21 November 1937.

72 In 1940, she played Chopin’s two concertos on 7 April and 24 August, respectively, and then Liszt’s Piano Concerto

No. 1 on 15 December. In the following year, she played a solo concert on 4May and Schumann’s Piano Concerto in A

minor on 30 November. In 1942, she played Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 1 on 24May, and then in January 1943,

Liszt’s Piano Concerto No. 1 on 14 March.

73 As listed in SMO’s programmes, Gao performed in two concerts each in 1944 and 1945. See Table 1. It is possible that

the photo was taken after the June 1945 concert in which she sang excerpts from Verdi’s La Traviata.
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most powerful icons of Shanghai whose players were largely European (Figure 5).74 The photo
was and is a performative of national glory from a Chinese perspective, a testimony to the
‘Chinese can do’ spirit, the so-called ‘wei guo cengguang’ (meaning literally ‘bringing glory
to the nation’). In fact, a newspaper report treating a similar concert – the pianist Mary
Xia’s performance with the Municipal Orchestra in 1937 – used the phrase ‘Brings consider-
able glory to our nation’ in the title.75

Therefore, it is fair to assume that the Chinese musicians’ high-profile performances were
not merely concerts but performative acts of an array of political, social, and cultural expec-
tations and assumptions that suggested negotiations at many different levels that had a pro-
found impact on Chinese youngsters at the time. A moment on the SMO stage, I gather, must
have inspired Chinese youngsters to contemplate a career in music, which used to garner little
to no respect due to folk musicians’ low social status.
Even those less successful conservatory students who collaborated with the SMO were to

become important musical figures of the PRC, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Their contribution
to Chinese musical development would have happened with or without the SMO concerts in

Figure 5 GAO Zhilan with the Shanghai Municipal Orchestra, 1945.

74 See Hon-Lun Yang’s ‘An Imperfect Musical Haven: Russian Musicians and the Shanghai Municipal Orchestra’ about

SMO’s discriminatory hiring policies regarding musicians of different origins. In Yang et al., Networking the Russian

Diaspora, 62–86.

75 ‘Wei zhongguo ren zhengguang bushao. Gongbuju xian yuedui juxing zhi xinggi yinyue hui, zuo wan’ (‘Brings

Considerable Glory to Our Nation: Municipal String Orchestra’s Sunday Concert, [Held] Last Night’), Shenbao, 25

January 1937, 15. Mary Xia was the first Chinese pianist to collaborate with the SMO and her concerts were extremely

successful.
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which they took part. But the recognition they got from an iconic institution of Western
music-making in China, I assume, must have also meant something to them and those
who followed their footsteps, thanks to the performative power of music performance.

The Performativity of Music Performance
As shown previously, Western music performance accrued an array of meanings in Shanghai
with the change of time. It was a performative act of colonial power and sovereignty when it
was first brought to the Chinese territory. But as it began to take root and was practised by
Chinese musicians in the course of the 1920s and 1930s, it came to enact ideals of Chinese
modernity and nationalism. At the same time, Shanghai’s international community also
came to regard Western music performance as an act of cosmopolitanism, in response to
the socio-cultural changes in the city.
As I have demonstrated, SMO’s concert programming reflected such a change in the zeit-

geist. In addition to the concerts already analysed, we can turn to the Chinese premiere of the
choral movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9, which took place on 7 April 1936 at the
Grand Theatre. The orchestra showcased the collaboration of various Shanghai’s vocal
ensembles, such as the Shanghai Choral Society (which consisted of Westerners), the
Shanghai Songsters (exclusively Chinese), a group of German vocalists, and Mashin’s
Russian choir.76 Privately, Paci complained about the extra rehearsals that this entailed,77

and it is not clear how much interaction singers from each of these communities had with
one another and whether such interaction would have actually helped to improve racial har-
mony. Nevertheless, the different choirs singing Beethoven’s ‘Ode to Joy’ on the same stage
would have been understood as a display of Shanghai’s cosmopolitan aspirations.
Other collaborative concerts can be understood as sites in which multiple meanings were

negotiated as they were charged with an array of explicit and implicit intentions among the
performers and the audiences. In this regard, it is worthwhile revisiting the ‘Red Cross Drive’
fundraising concert mentioned at the beginning of this study.78 As a benefit concert that
sought to raise $100,000 for the Red Cross’s work to help the victims of the Sino-Japanese
war, the event exhibited international cooperation and human benevolence as the causes of
Shanghai’s cosmopolitan community. This was no doubt a cosmopolitan gesture, testifying
to the goodwill of Shanghai’s international and Chinese residents.
From a Chinese perspective, such a concert was also an act of nationalism, an act to bring

‘face’ to a China that at the time was being looked down on as ‘backward’. Further research
reveals that it was a ‘Mrs. Ernest S.H. Tong, assisted by a group of foreign and Chinese

76 Paci’s letter to the Municipal Council Secretary regarding the arrangement of the concert dated 13 March 1936.

Shanghai Municipal Archive: shelf-number U1-4-905.

77 Letter dated 7 April 1936, quoted in Floria Zakharoff, The Daughter of the Maestro: Life in Surabaya, Shanghai, and

Florence (New York: iUniverse, Inc., 2005), 173–6.

78 ‘Red Cross Drive Will Feature Big Music Gala’, Chinese Press, 6 December 1937, 1; ‘“Mercy Girls” Attend Fourth

Marine Church: Red Cross Workers Hear Concert, Sermon at Grand Theater’, China Press, 13 December 1937, 7.
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members of the younger social set’whowas behind the scene.79 Presumably, it was because of
this Chinese woman’s financial support and the multi-racial scope of the audience (i.e., both
Western and Chinese residents in Shanghai) that the concert programme highlighted Chinese
identity. This was reflected in the programming as well: the concert included traditional
Chinese music by the Chaozhou (Shao-Chao) ensemble and Avshalomov ‘Chinese’ ballet.
Moreover, the concert displayed Chinese musicians as practitioners ofWestern music sharing
the same stage with the Municipal Orchestra.
But when scrutinized, particularly when taking into consideration Sedgwick’s notion of

periperformative,80 a colonial undertone emerged within the discourses that clustered around
the performative. Advertised as a ‘treat of extravaganza’, the concert framed Chinese ele-
ments, the two Chinese pieces the pipa solo Downfall of Chu and the ensemble piece
Moonlight of Chingyang by members of the Shao-Chao Institute, as ‘exotic’ so as to appeal
to the taste of the city’s cosmopolites in 1930s Shanghai. In fact, just a few years prior to
this concert, the Municipal Orchestra had organized a special concert of Chinese themes
that featured Avshalomov’s works,81 mistaking these as ‘Chinese’ music.
And there is yet another layer of meaning. The Red Cross was in Shanghai due to the

Sino-Japanese War, which had started in August 1937. In December 1937, China’s capital
Nanjing was under Japanese attack. Many Chinese in Shanghai, particularly students, reacted
to Japan’s invasion with large-scale protests in December. These demonstrations interfered
with the Red Cross’s fundraising efforts, as elusively mentioned in various newspaper reports
prior to the concert. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the date the concert was held
came to be known in Chinese history as the 12.8 Incident, which commemorates China’s
struggle against the Japanese invasion. In light of this history, the concert was a
testimony to Shanghai foreign settlement’s neutrality and its ‘cosmopolitan’ attitude towards
thewar, whichmust have appeared apathetic to the Chinese side. The Chinese elements in the
concert – be it the performance of ‘nationalism’ or ‘cosmopolitanism’ – were as intricate and
ideologically complex as the many incidents surrounding it. In particular, it cannot be missed
that any notion of Chinese accomplishment validated through this concert would also have to
accept that such accomplishments were enacted according to Western terms.
Finally, from the perspective of Chinese elites, the embrace of Western music in a concert

such as the Red Cross one stood for China’s step towards modernity.82 Such a development
can be understood as a consequence of societal changes, most importantly, the rise of urban
culture and capitalism following the entry of Western empires into China. If modernism in

79 ‘International Red Cross Campaign: Grand Benefit Concert at Metropol To-night’, North-China Daily News, 8

December 1937, 7.

80 ‘Periperformative’ was coined by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick. She used the term to refer to utterances resulting from the

emotional response and actions by witnessing the ‘performative utterance’. See Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, ‘Around the

Performative: Periperformative Vicinities in Nineteenth-Century Narrative’, in Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy,

Performativity (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2003).

81 ‘A Special “Grand Chinese Evening” at Grand Theatre’, SMO Concert Programme, 21 May 1933.

82 See Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China, 1930–1945 (Cambridge, MA:

Harvard University Press, 1999).
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the West was the zeitgeist of the early twentieth century, embracing Western culture, known
in China as modernity, was China’s response to the socio-political changes wrought by
imperialism.

Conclusion
The recognition of Chinese musicians as performers of Western music in interwar Shanghai
came at a juncture in China’s history when looking towards the West was deemed by the
country’s cultural leaders as an act of ‘self-strengthening’ and a necessary step in ‘catching
up’ with the West. As Western music was deemed ‘new music’ and traditional Chinese
music was dubbed ‘old’, it is not a surprise that many youngsters chose to follow the
Shanghai musicians’ footsteps. Indeed, many of them devoted themselves to the performance
of ‘new music’ without questioning its validity and relationship to Chinese identity in the
Chinese context. We must not overlook the profound impact of these early performances
of Western music by Chinese musicians on China’s musical trajectory. Had these musicians
not gained the success and recognition they did, China’s musical path might have taken a dif-
ferent turn.
Rather than criticizing or defending such a developmental path, I underscore the need to

look at Chinese musicians’ performance of Western music then as well as now holistically.
And this is not a call to abandon traditional music as the object of scholarly inquiry.
Traditional Chinese music is worthy of protection and research, but such endeavours should
not be done at the exclusion of Western music in China in scholarship, an exclusion that has
often been a feature of ethnomusicology in the West.83 The trajectory of Western music in
China must be understood in an historical context: simply said, it was adopted when the
nation and its people were subjected to larger socio-political forces from within and beyond
in the early twentieth century, a period often identified in PRC discourse as a century of
humiliation.
Music performance has always carried layers of meanings for thosewho produced and con-

sumed it. As a performative act of identity, beliefs, and aspirations, and at the same time, of
racial divide, power negotiation, and good will, musical meaning is dependent on how it is
constructed and by whom it is constructed. Imported music such as Western music in
Shanghai, Korea, and Vietnam, while mostly overlooked in music literature in the West, car-
ries complex and often distinct meanings to the local people and to Asian scholars, meanings
that may not be as visible to the settlers and Western scholars. Given the gaps that this dif-
ference has created in Anglophone music scholarships, what is important to explore now is
how different types of ‘new’ music became sites of cultural convergences and negotiations
for the many parties involved in their productions and consumptions as demonstrated by
all the articles in this special issue of the journal. Hyun Kyong Hannah Chang points out
in her prior study of Korean Christian music in Korea that Christian musicking in early
twentieth-century Korea ‘formed a complex site’ that testified to the convergence of North
American religious practices and Korean social mobilization. Rather than regarding it as a

83 For more discussion on this issue, see Yang, ‘Music, China, and the West’.
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mimesis of or opposition to theWest, she heard this music as a trans-Pacific Korean voice and
genealogy, through which the Korean Christians participated in a ‘global history’, despite
their compromised positions and the shifting power relationships with those involved in
the process.84 In the same vein, I also hear Chinese musicians performing Western music
in interwar Shanghai not as a mimesis of the West, but as a cosmopolitan aspiration to par-
ticipate in a global musical network and acts of power negotiation in the context of semi-
colonial Shanghai.
With this study ofWestern music concerts of Chinese musicians in interwar Shanghai dur-

ing the interwar period, I hope to have shown the performativity of music performance – how
it had ‘performed’ an array of ideologies, beliefs, aspirations, and desires, and negotiated iden-
tities and power relations. In the same vein, I suggest, any performance today, if subjected to
careful study, would reveal a network of performatives and periperformatives, from which we
can learn more about who we were/are and the society we lived/live in. As pointed out by
Victor Turner:

if man is a sapient animal, a toolmaking animal, a self-making animal, a symbol-
using animal, he is, no less, a performing animal, Homo performans, not in the
sense, perhaps that a circus animal may be a performing animal, but in the sense
that a man is self-performing animal – his performances are, in a way, reflexive, in
performing he reveals himself to himself. This can be in two ways: the actor may
come to know himself better through acting or enactment; or one set of human
beings may come to know themselves better through observing and/or participating
in performances generated and presented by another set of human beings.85
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